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Members

- Luis Miguel Costa : Enhancement Coordinator
- Naomi Steinberger : Communications Coordinator
- Matthias Gross
- Yves Maurer
- Bas Vat
- Guido Goedemé : PWG coordinator
Extra members

- Fiona Burton: contacts with the IGeLU SC
- Tomar Paz: Ex Libris, DigiTool Product Manager
Tasks

- Stimulate communication between DigiTool users
- Organize the enhancement processes
- Maintain monthly conference calls
- Organize the DigiTool break out sessions at the IGeLU conference
- Manage the DigiTool part of EL-Commons
Communication

- 190 persons subscribed to the discussion list
  DIGITOOL-L@LISTSERV.ND.EDU
Enhancement process

- No enhancement process in 2008-2009
Monthly conference calls

- 6 conference calls

- Reports are sent to the participants and to the private part of the IGeLU DigiTool website
Meeting

- Porto 8-9 June 2009
  - Report on the Meetings of the PWG coordinators in Denver and Richmond
  - Report on the ELUNA 2009 Conference in Richmond
  - DigiTool/Rosetta road map
  - The ELUNA/IGeLU DigiTool/Rosetta Survey
Meeting (cont.)

- Porto 8-9 June 2009
  - The activities of the advisory group
  - The IGeLU website: the DigiTool part
  - IGeLU 2009 conference in Helsinki
  - EL Commons, Wiki, ListServ
  - The functioning of the DigiTool PWG
IGeLU website

- Site of the month: not successful
- Lack of structure
- Incomplete
EL Commons

- Matthias agreed to coordinate
- Content has to be added
End

☐ Questions?

☐ Remarks?